Comes to Sols. 2-3-14 and 15
Section 24, Tp. S., R. 71 West

# 252

SE 1/4 A Shiny 24 x 12 x 12. Tax 224

Field Notes Hare Ep 116 from which

An Alderain dialed 287.3 x 302.6 dia.

M. Fauconer, A. O. Yates.
John Galbraith
May 4th 1888.

# 253

Northeast Corner of Section 24
Tp. 5, S., R. 71 West

Field Notes Hare Ep 116 Tax 224

SE 1/4 A Shiny

from which

An Alderain dialed 287.3 x 302.6 dia.

M. Fauconer, J. H. E. and
A. O. Yates.

Thence NW 1/4 W from line

D. R. Daley
May 5th 1888.

N 88° 41' W Bel. Sols. 13 and 24.

Tp. 5, S., R. 71 West

# 254

SE 1/4 A Shiny 14 x 14 x 14

from South line limits Field Notes Hare Ep 116

Dug pits and raised mound

over Shiny.

M. Fauconer, J. H. E and
A. O. Yates. D. R. Daley
May 5th 1888.